
RESENSIBILIZING The willing to pursue his project has brought the documenting

subject to undertake allot of resensibilizing activity like farming, having kids,

exploring, painting, drawings... activities that the bourgeois upbringing and the

ever more technological society would have hinder him to do. In a way these

activities are resulting into hindering him to get in the social patterns of

acceleration towards destruction or total conformism.

DEMONSTRATIVE Instances of the project can be conceived as demonstrative of the

processes  of  creation.  The  documenting  subject  is  a  demiurg  sharing  these

processes  with  others,  his  son  for  instance,  but  ought  to  document  them  as

documentation becomes the primary mean of communication.

USELESS Allot of the documenting subject work might have a direct connection to

his survival but does not in fact add any extra value to his material capital but

only

EXCITING The documenting subject manages always to agitate life the right bit at

the right time, this in order to provide a constant but subtle excitement making

his overall existence quite novel and in a way exotic, embracing many a human

dimensions, being one and many kinds of humans at the same time.

MORNING As early in the morning, and early in life, the documenting subject has a

kick sprint the layout the rest of his day and life which might also live of the

inheritance accumulated as such early start.

FRAGMENTED To maintain his stream of thoughts which also much correspond to the

contemporary lifestyle, the documenting subject keeps adding the fragmented to the

flow rather than going back and tediously try to rembed them in the already

archived flow... this also thinking of his way of writing theory.

DISCONFORTED  The  documenting  subject  has  a  tendency  to  leave  with  the  least

commodities and surplus, only adapting to the necessity of others such as his

family members and enjoying more unnecessary thing just in alter stage of his

life, like a retired soldier.

TRUSTFUL also as a pedagogic mean, the documenting subject entrust full tasks to

his disciples, like his son or someone he host, this without being afraid and

later judging from the result and be severe in accordance.


